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1. OVERVIEW OF THE SURVEY
1.1 OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of the survey were to measure customer satisfaction with the services
provided by the PRA and to evaluate ongoing customer needs and requirements.
It was our aim to identify from the responses what is working well and to target areas for
improvement.
1.2 METHODOLOGY
A suite of questions was developed by PRA staff and published on our website on 16th
October 2017. An email containing a link to the survey was sent to customers. The survey
closed on 3rd November 2017.
The previous such Customer Survey conducted by the PRA was in 2011. The results of that
survey have been quoted for comparison purposes throughout this report.
The survey contained eight main areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Customer Service
Contacting the PRA
Registration Services
Visiting PRA Public Offices
Landdirect.ie
eRegistration
PRA Map Products
Website
Instructional Videos

Although the full survey was quite lengthy (comprising 79 questions), respondents could
skip any section of the survey that did not relate to their area of interest.
1.3 PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
A total of 596 responses were received. 47% (52% in 2011) of respondents described
themselves as Legal Practitioners (Solicitor, Legal Executive, Legal Secretary) with the
remainder of responses coming from a variety of other professions, government agencies
and members of the public.
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What is the nature of your business?
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

36%

14%
9%

8%

8%

5%

5%

4%

4%

3%

2%

2%

1%

As the survey included “skip logic” functionality which allowed questions that were not
relevant to be skipped, there were some sections that were not completed by all
respondents.
Each section of the survey provided survey respondents with the opportunity to include
comments with over 700 comments being received. This input from customers has
provided constructive and useful feedback. For transparency, all comments made as part of
the survey are included as an Appendix to this report subject to certain omissions.
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2. HEADLINE FINDINGS
2.1 CUSTOMER SERVICE

The Customer Service staff working in the
Customer Support, Public Offices and on
helpdesks received very high ratings in
relevant questions - 93% of respondents
who used the landdirect helpdesk rate the
service received as Excellent or Good.

2.2 ONLINE SERVICES

95% of respondents who
answered questions about
landdirect use it regularly. 45%
of those can conduct 80-100% of
their PRA business online.

Of 337 respondents who
answered questions regarding
eRegistration, only 43% were
aware of the service. Of these,
91% use the eDischarges service.

2.3 REGISTRATION
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68% of respondents rated our
website www.prai.ie as being
much or slightly better than
other public service websites
they have visited (compared to
65% in 2011).
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While 87% rated speed of service for Full Transfer/Charges as either ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’,
60% were not satisfied with speed of service for First Registrations/Section 49 applications.

91% rated quality of service Full Transfer/Charges as either ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’ with 69%
rating First Registrations/Section 49 applications as either ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’.

88% of respondents expressed a preference for receipt of correspondence from the PRA by
email if possible.

81% of 259 respondents indicated that they were aware of Form 3, and 89% of those aware
(210 respondents) indicated that they are using Form 3.
When asked why Form 3 is not used even when applicable, respondents indicated in general
that it was “not office policy” to do so or that they “do not wish to assume responsibility for
the registration process”.
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2.4 PRA VIDEOS

In 2017, the PRA launched a suite of instructional videos to assist customers in preparing
applications for registration. Of 317 respondents who answered questions regarding our videos,
43% were aware of them. Positive feedback was received from respondents who had viewed the
videos with regard to style, content and usefulness of information provided.
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3. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
This survey provided a significant amount of useful information regarding the PRA’s current
customer base, its practices and its preferences for service provision. Some of the main
areas of interest and further consideration by the PRA are set out below.

3.1 DIVERSE CUSTOMER BASE
Based on how respondents described the nature of their business, it would appear that our
customer base is now more diverse and fragmented, with just 36% stating that they were
solicitors. 14% fell into the ‘other ‘category, indicating that they do not belong to any of the
professional or technical groupings or bodies accessing our services.

This is corroborated

in the Registration Services section of the survey which shows that just 64% of the
respondents actually lodge applications to this Office.
The PRA’s accessible online services are available to members of the public and
professionals alike. The previous online service was only available to business account
holders such as solicitors and surveyors, acting on behalf of members of the public, who had
to lodge a minimum amount of funds prior to availing of the service. Landdirect.ie now also
caters for the occasional customer; a customer who does not want to register for an
account and wants to be able to pay by credit/debit card. This service, available 24/7, is also
more intuitive in that those once-off users are able to use it, without assistance, by firstly
identifying the property on the map. 74% of those completing the survey do not visit our
public offices, suggesting an increasing reliance generally on Landdirect.ie. Therefore, it can
be presumed that members of the public are now increasingly accessing our ancillary
services online without the necessity of having to contact this office directly or visit one of
our public offices in Dublin, Waterford or Roscommon.
In part, this survey result is reflected in the high volume per month of online free map
searches which cannot be attributed to professional users alone. This provides us with an
indicator of a citizen driven demand, not requiring intervention by professional
intermediaries. We know that non-professional or citizen users are accessing our services
online, but we are unsure as to their actual needs and whether these are being met. It can
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be concluded therefore that this survey, of itself, is an important means of engaging with
emerging digital consumers of our non-registration services.
As part of the ongoing need to continuously develop digital services, it is worth noting that
the PRA has recently taken steps to enhance its social media presence as a means of
providing information to a wider audience. The PRA’s Twitter account was launched at the
end of 2017 and a Facebook page is now in place too.

3.2 RESPONSIVENESS TO OUR CUSTOMERS
Once again, the ratings given by respondents for the speed of service provided in relation to
applications requiring a change to our maps and First Registrations reflect the delays
encountered with completing these more complex applications. However, it is noted that in
general the quality of registrations is rated highly. An arrear clearance project has just
commenced in respect of First Registrations and it is expected to begin to assist lowering
the backlog of older cases on hand. The recruitment of additional staff since 2015 following
the recovery in the economy and the end of the moratorium on promotions and
recruitment is expected to impact positively on outputs over time, reducing response times
and decreasing arrears.

3.3 EREGISTRATION UPTAKE
The fact that only 43% of respondents were aware of eRegistration services is disappointing,
but hardly surprising. eDischarges lodged by financial institutions and eCharging Orders
under the Fair Deal Scheme lodged by the HSE, are the only paperless, fully automated
applications at present. Uptake has been low in relation to transfers and mortgages as, in its
present format, eRegistration for such transactions acts as a secure workspace for prelodgement processes solely.

Paper documents with ‘wet’ signatures must be lodged

subsequently by post to effect registration. The facility to use electronic signatures in
property transactions awaits an appropriate legislative basis.
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3.4 EMAIL USE FOR CORRESPONDENCE
Once again there is a very clear preference for receipt of correspondence electronically as
88% of respondents and over half would prefer to communicate with the PRA by email.
From the PRA’s perspective, use of email would reduce the cost of correspondence and, in
many cases, increase efficiency through reduced delays. While issuing queries by email
could be problematic (for example, where documents have to be returned to lodging parties
for amendment and re-execution) the potential benefits for all parties mean that it will be
subject to further assessment and consideration.

3.5 ONLINE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS
The low rate of awareness of the new online instructional videos is particularly
disappointing in view of the fact that these are an aid to better presentation of
documentation for registration purposes. If used appropriately by lodging parties, the
necessity of either raising queries or rejecting of applications by the PRA could be avoided.
Promotional initiatives will continue to draw attention to these online aids which include
useful checklists.

In tandem, we have also commenced simplifying the format of letters

issued to solicitors to avoid confusion in relation to queries raised or the grounds for
rejection of applications.
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4. SURVEY RESULTS
4.1 CUSTOMER SERVICE
Responding to a question about their overall level of satisfaction with the quality of
Customer Service provided by PRA staff, 80% (82% in 2011) of respondents expressed
themselves either Very Satisfied or Satisfied with the quality of customer service provided
by PRA staff.
How would you rate your overall level of satisfaction with
the quality of Customer Service provided by PRA staff?
Very
dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
3%
3%
Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied
14%

Very satisfied
36%
Satisfied
44%

On being asked to rate the commitment and professionalism of PRA staff, 85% of
respondents selected ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’ (86% in 2011).
How would you rate the commitment and professionalism
of our staff?
Very Poor
2%

Poor
2%
Fair
11%

Excellent
37%

Good
48%
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Based on your experience of dealing with the PRA, which of these
phrases best describes the way you would speak of our organisation
to other people?
Would speak highly of the
organisation without being asked
Would speak highly of the
organisation if asked

19%
45%

Would be neutral

27%

Would be critical of the
organisation if asked
Would be critical of the
organisation without being asked

5%
4%

64% (65% in 2011) of respondents indicated that they would speak highly of the
organisation to others with only 9% responding that they would be critical of the PRA.
COMPLAINTS

Only 4% of respondents have had reason to use the PRA Customer Complaints Procedure
and have provided feedback indicating that although some respondents were not aware of
the Complaints Procedure, those that used it were in general satisfied with the handling of
their complaint.

4.2 CONTACTING THE PRA
CONTACT METHOD
Which is your preferred method of contacting the PRA? (Please rate
you answers with 1 being most preferred & 4 least preferred.)
90%

77%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

52%

1

43%
38%

37%
26%
19%
18%

10%

2
26%

13%

3

16%
7%

6%

6% 5%

12%

0%
letter

telephone

email

10

visiting the public office
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52% of 449 respondents indicated that “email” was their preferred method of contacting
the PRA, with 77% selecting “visiting the public office” as their least preferred.
SATISFACTION WITH CORRESPONDENCE
Please rate your satisfaction with the detail and content of
correspondence issued by the PRA on:
60%

54%

54%

53%

50%

Excellent

40%
30%

Good

27%

23%

20%

13%

10%

21%

19%

17%

Fair
Poor

4% 2%

4% 2%

3% 3%

Very Poor

0%

a general enquiry

a queried application

a rejected application

In your experience, what is the average speed of response by the
PRA to:
50%

47%
36%

40%
30%

27%

25%

30%

18%

20%

24%

23%

25%

Under 1 week
21%

14%

2-4 weeks

10%

10%

Under 2 weeks

Longer

0%
a general enquiry

a request to clarify a a query on a completed
query raised
registration

How often does our reply satisfactorily address your request:
60%

57%

56%

53%

50%
40%

38%

40%

37%

Always

30%

Sometimes

20%
10%

Rarely
4% 2%

6%

2%

5%

2%

0%

regarding a general
enquiry

to query a completed to clarify a query raised
registration
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Regarding correspondence relating to general enquiries:
o 47% of respondents reported receiving a response within 1 week with a further 25%
receiving a response within 2 weeks
o 81% rated the detail and content of correspondence as Excellent or Good
o 57% indicated that the correspondence received “Always” satisfactorily deals with
the query raised.
Regarding correspondence relating to a queried application:
o 27% of respondents reported receiving a response within 1 week with a further 36%
receiving a response within 2 weeks
o 77% rated the detail and content of correspondence as Excellent or Good
o 56% indicated that the correspondence received “Always” satisfactorily deals with
the query raised.
Regarding correspondence relating to completed/rejected applications:
o 24% of respondents reported receiving a response within 1 week with a further 30%
receiving a response within 2 weeks
o 72% rated the detail and content of correspondence as Excellent or Good
o 53% indicated that the correspondence received “Always” satisfactorily deals with
the query raised.
TELEPHONING THE PRA
When telephoning the PRA, which phone number would you
use most frequently?

Staff
member's
direct line
25%

051 303000
50%

0761 001610
25%
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When asked about contacting the PRA by telephone, 50% of 414 respondents call the main
switchboard number most frequently, 25% use the 0761 number and 25% prefer to dial a
staff member’s direct line.
When telephoning the PRA, how would you rate the:
60%
50%

50%

46%
41%

46%
42%

40%

Excellent

40%

Good

30%

Fair

20%
10%

9%

9%

8%

2% 1%

1% 1%

Poor
2% 2%

0%
helpfulness and courtesy
of staff

quality of assistance
provided

Very Poor

usefulness of information
provided

Respondents were asked to rate certain aspects of telephoning the PRA:
o The helpfulness and courtesy of staff was rated by 90% (89% in 2011) of
respondents as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’.
o The quality of assistance provided was rated by 88% (not asked in 2011) of
respondents as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’.
o The usefulness of information provided was rated by 87% (86% in 2011) of
respondents as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’.

4.3 REGISTRATION SERVICES
Do you lodge applications for registration in the PRA?

No
36%
Yes
64%

64% of 449 respondents lodge applications for registration in the PRA (Land Registry and
Registry of Deeds).
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LAND REGISTRY
Respondents were asked to rate speed and quality of service provided for a variety of
application types:
Please rate the service provided by the Land Registry regarding
applications for Full Transfers/Charges in terms of:
60%
50%

48%

44% 43%

43%

Excellent

40%

Good

30%

Fair

20%

10%

10%

Poor

8%

3% 0.4%

1% 0.4%

0%
speed of service

Very Poor

quality of service

Please rate the service provided by the Land Registry for Transfers
of Part applications (requiring mapping) in terms of:
60%

53%

50%
40%

33%

Excellent

37%

20%

Good

26%

30%
13%

4%

10%

Fair

17%

13%

3%

Poor
1%

0%
speed of service

Very Poor

quality of service

Please rate the service provided by the Land Registry for First
Registrations/Section 49 applications in terms of:
46%

50%
40%

Excellent
29%

30%
20%

26%

22%

20%

Good

22%

Fair

14%

11%

6%

10%

4%

Poor
Very Poor

0%
speed of service

quality of service

87% (89% in 2011) rated speed of service regarding Full Transfer/Charges as either
‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’ whereas 46% (42% in 2011) chose the same rating for Transfers of Part
and 40% (38% in 2011) for First Registrations/Section 49 applications.
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The quality of service regarding Full Transfer/Charges was rated as either ‘Excellent’ or
‘Good’ by 91% (96% in 2011) of respondents but satisfaction rates were lower for other
types of application with 79% (78% in 2011) choosing the same rating for Transfers of Part
and only 68% (72% in 2011) for First Registrations/Section 49 applications.
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REGISTRY OF DEEDS
Over 200 respondents answered questions regarding service provided by the Registry of
Deeds:
What type of registrations do you apply for in the Registry of Deeds?
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

91%
63%

68%

65%
20%

Conveyance

Lease

Mortgage

Assignment

Other (please
specify)

Please rate the service provided by Registry of Deeds in terms of:
60%

53%

53%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Excellent
34%

Good

28%

Fair
Poor

13%

10%
5%

Very Poor
2%

2%

1%

0%
speed of service

quality of service

o 81% of respondents rated the speed of service as “Excellent” or “Good”.
o 87% of respondents rated the quality of service as “Excellent” or “Good”.
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4.4 VISITING THE PUBLIC OFFICES
Only 26% (37% in 2011) of 441 respondents visit our Public Offices. Of this 26%, 1% visit only
the Registry of Deeds, 15% visit only Land Registry offices and 10% visit both.
Do you visit the PRA Public Offices?
Registry of
Deeds only
1%

Land
Registry only
15%

Do not visit
the PRA
Public
Offices
74%

Both Land
Registry and
Registry of
Deeds
10%

How would you rate the:
70%
58%

60%
50%

51%

45%47%

Excellent

40%
30%

Fair
16%

20%
10%

Good

29%

28%

5%

Poor

11%
2% 1%

2% 1%

2%

Very Poor

0%
helpfulness and courtesy usefulness of information facilities provided at the
of staff
provided
Public Office

When asked to rate their experience at the Public Offices:
o 92% (77% in 2011) of respondents rated the helpfulness and courtesy of staff as
‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’.
o 86% (84% in 2011) rated the usefulness of the information provided as ‘Excellent’ or
‘Good’.
o 80% (74% in 2011) rated the facilities provided as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’.
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4.5 LANDDIRECT.IE
What level of your PRA business can you conduct
through landdirect.ie?
Under 20% of
business,
10%
80-100% of
business,
45%
50-80% of
business,
28%

20-50% of
business,
16%

95% of 403 respondents (94% of 306 in 2011) use the landdirect.ie service - 92% of those
are landdirect.ie business account holders while 8% access landdirect.ie as a Guest user.
45% (44% in 2011) can conduct 80-100% of their PRA business online.
On average, how often do you use landdirect.ie to:
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

86%

85%
70%

64%

55%

54%

50%
19%

The most frequently used services on landdirect.ie are Viewing the folio (86%), Browsing
the map (85%), Conducting searches (70%) and Checking application status (64%).
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How easy is it to use the landdirect.ie map to:
70%

65%

60%
50%
40%

53%

50%
40%

Very easy

44%

43%
37%

38%

43%
41%
29%

30%
16%

20%
10%

Moderately
easy

33%

7%
3%

4%

14%

11%

4%

Moderately
difficult

13%

4%

5%
1%

Very difficult

3%

0%
locate a
locate a
locate a zoom in/out identify a identify map
property by property by property by of specific folio from
features
Address
Map
Eircode
areas
the map
Coordinates

As can be seen from the chart above, landdirect.ie has received positive ratings for ease of
use of this service.
92% of respondents also rated the response time for retrieving information from
landdirect.ie as either “Excellent” or “Good”.
93% (92% in 2011) of respondents rated the helpfulness and courtesy of landdirect
Helpdesk staff as ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’.
4.6 EREGISTRATION
Of 337 respondents who answered questions regarding eRegistration, only 43% were aware
of the service.
Which of the following eRegistration services have you used?
100%
80%
60%
40%

91%

20%
0%

eDischarges

11%

9%

4%

eTransfers

eCharges (selected
banks)

eCharging Orders

Of these, eDischarges is used by 91%, eTranfers is used by 11%, eCharges is used by 9% and
eCharging Orders (applications lodged by the HSE under the Nursing Homes Support
Scheme Act 2009) is used by 4%.
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If you are aware of the services but have not used
them, why not?
Not enough
Doesn’t work
services
with in-house
offered
systems
7%
8%
Too
complicated
9%

Lack of
information/
support
39%

No benefits
17%
Other
33%

In answer to the question “If you are aware of the services but have not used them, why
not?” the main reasons given were:
o Lack of Information/support
o Lack of awareness of service
o No benefit/not relevant
However, 89% of 269 respondents would like to see the PRA develop and extend this
service.
Do you think eRegistration is important and would you
like to see the PRA develop and extend this service?

No
11%

Yes
89%
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4.7 PRA MAP PRODUCTS
67% (83% in 2011) of 386 survey respondents request PRA Map Products.
What map product do you request most frequently?

Official Map
Search
14%
Special
Registration
Map
17%

Title Plan
69%

69% (92% in 2011) of those respondents request Title Plans most frequently with 17%
requesting Special Registration Maps and 14% requesting Official Map Searches.
If you routinely request Title Plans, what is the
main purpose for requesting this product?
To use as
application
map (for
subdivision
etc)
10%
For
identification
purposes
12%

To facilitate
sale of
property
51%

As proof of
title
27%
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Customers were also asked to rate certain elements of PRA Map Products:
Please rate the:
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

58%

58%

57%
47%
36%

32%

29%

27%

information provided in usefulness of Special
the Title Plan legend
Registration Maps
Excellent

Good

3%

3%

1%

1%

13%

13%

12%

10%

Fair

usefulness of Official
Map Searches
Poor

speed of delivery of
these map products
when ordered

Very Poor

o Information provided in the Title Plan Legend was rated “Excellent” or “Good“ by
89% (87% in 2011) of respondents
o Usefulness of Special Registration Maps was rated “Excellent” or “Good“ by 87%
(89% in 2011) of respondents
o Usefulness of Official Map Searches was rated “Excellent” or “Good“ by 84% (79% in
2011) of respondents
o Speed of delivery of map products was rated “Excellent” or “Good“ by 83%

4.8 WEBSITE
84% of 385 respondents access our main website www.prai.ie.
How easy is it to navigate and find the information you
are looking for on our website?
Very difficult
<1%

Moderately
difficult
8%

Very easy
35%
Moderately
easy
57%
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92% (92% in 2011) of respondents said that the website is moderately or very easy to
navigate and find information.
Please rate the:
60%

56%
Very useful

49%

50%

45%

43%

40%

34%

Moderately
useful
Slightly
useful
Not at all
useful

38%

36%

32%

30%
18%

17%

20%

10%

8%

10%

4%

3%

5%

3%

0%
Practice Directions Legal Office Notices Mapping Guidelines

Legislation

Respondents indicated that they used PRAI.ie for:
75%
50%
25%

55%
33%

23%

0%

22%

13%
19%

18%

8%

8%

2%

90% of respondents found the Practice Directions very or moderately useful, and levels of
satisfaction with Legal Office Notices, Mapping Guidelines and Legislation were above 75%.

4.9 INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS
In 2017, the PRA launched a suite of instructional videos to assist customers in preparing
applications for registration. Of 317 respondents who answered questions regarding our
videos, 43% were aware of them:
o 61% had received an email notification
o 47% had seen notices on our website
o 31% had seen an advert in the Law Society Gazette
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If you have viewed the videos, how would you rate the following:
60%

55%

53%
46%

50%
40%

Excellent

34%

31%

30%

Good

30%
20%
10%

Fair

18%

14%

13%
1% 1%

1%

Poor
2%

Very Poor

0%
style and pace of videos

relevance of content

usefulness of information
provided

Of those respondents who were aware of the videos:
o 84% rated style and pace as either ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’
o 81% rated relevance of content as either ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’
O 85% rated usefulness of information provided as either ‘Excellent’ or ‘Good’
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APPENDIX – COMMENTS MADE BY RESPONDENTS
CUSTOMER SERVICE

o Front line staff are very nice, no issues when dealing with staff.
o Professionalism includes your duty to uphold the law not only to solicitors and banks but
to all property holders.
o Everybody in waterford were very understanding and helpful as it was my first time
looking for info.
o Common law motions are not recorded and applied to registers - as is the lawful
obligation of any registrar
o Procedure, rules and proper law not followed in registering title and charges.
o They refuse to engage when challenged about their failure to implement their own
procedures
o Lack of information
o Great to deal with
o I find the staff on the general information line rude and unhelpful. It seems to me they
take delight in either telling you why they can't help you or that you are wrong. Once
you are through to the individual person dealing with the application this is always dealt
with properly.
o I think the examiners of title are excellent but there is a shortage of staff to deal with
applications.
o Very responsive to questions and all communications
o Less qualified staff are dealing with issues e.g. Examiner issues of title and this causes
problems. Inconsistency between staff as to how an issue will be dealt with is a problem.
I always find staff to be courteous and helpful.
o The main issue we have is related to resolving mapping queries and there is an
information issue to access the requirements re mapping procedures however in general
mapping staff are helpful
o Hard to be general , you come across some very helpful people and some quite hostile
o The errors encountered as a result of the digital mapping process are many and are slow
to be rectified.
o The PRA examiners unit appears understaffed and the first registrations are extremely
delayed which is frustrating
o Form 1 applications are taking far too long. It is completely unrealistic and uncommercial
for applications to be in the PRA for several years. Attitude of staff at public counters
could be improved, to be more helpful, courteous and friendly.
o Apart from one person doing one piece in one office, and then others doing another
component down the country, - it's fine.
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o Dealing with staff over the phone is always a pleasure but the length of time some
applications take is unacceptable
o I dont need to contact staff often - its all online ordering of maps
o Service is not the issue, the issue is the cost of utilising the Land Direct information as
every search costs € whereas reducing the search charge to € and increasing the cost of
the certified folio would be a better service
o On ringing the Roscommon office I have found the contacts by phone not sounding very
responsive.
o PRA staff are very knowledgeable and helpful in dealing with any queries I raised
o More open communication with the examiners would be beneficial.
o All website. No contact with staff.
o Those I have spoken with are very knowledgeable and helpful
o Pleasant, helpfull and efficient
o Rectification of land registry mapping issues very very slow
o Fantastic service - any issues are dealt with quickly in a friendly and professional manner
o The main problem is delay, which means understaffing. Also, too many dealings are
rejected for silly reasons. Communications should be better- via email and more
common sense solutions to get over, for instance, incorrect fees lodged.
o I have always found the staff at the PRA to be knowledgeable and as helpful as they can
be.
o Feel the PRA is drastically under resourced and under funded especially technolicially, so
the commitment and professionalism needs to be seen in this context
o Long waiting times on queries to QA section
o We had a problem getting a complete list of all properties registered in our name.
o In respect of the commitment of staff I find on a whole when I have a query I am
directed to information in a friendly manner and I find that staff are very knowledgeable
o The staff were very helpful.
o The vast majority of your staff are very very helpful and it is one of the best large
organizations I have dealt with in almost 0 years as a practising solicitor
o Generally I find the staff very helpful however certain applications like requests for copy
instruments could be expedited in a more timely manner. A couple for weeks for an
instrument is too long of a delay. If you contact PRAI by phone the staff can be very
uninterested in the fact that you are working under pressure to get an instrument.
o Every time I have had to ring the PRA, I have found them to be professional and highly
experienced.
o No returned calls. Names / addresses on cards / letters repeatedly spelled wrong. It
takes multiple tries to obtain updates / feedback. This has been my experience when
changing companies. It seems to take weeks to receive cards back, then the names /
company details are incorrect.
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o I find the staff of the PRA to be most helpful and friendly. They are always willing to
discuss any issue and will call back if necessary if they do not have the information to
hand.
o It is a pleasure to deal with the staff in the PRA and they are always so helpful.
o Excellent customer services and always very helpful and professional
o Acceptable in certain cases only
o The staff are very often unhelpful and raise queries which are of no consequence. As
with other government agencies they reject applications out of hand which could be
dealt with by way of a query
o Very friendly and very professional staff
o PRAI service in the area of adverse possession (Form applications) is still painfully slow
and I see no improvement over the past several years.
o Not clear on whether the survey relates only to the on-line PRAI system? or does it also
include dealings with Land Registry (Waterford)
o Should able to speak to an examiner of title or a mapper without having a dealing lodged
to discuss, clarify proposed unusual paperwork to be lodged ( to avoid unnecessary
queries). I particularly abhor the fact that after a dealing is lodged and assigned, The FAQ
do not answer untypical queries. I then am told it is passed / being passed onto
someone else and I am not given the reason why, and no one calls me back, despite
assurances to the contrary.
o Not returning calls when said they would
o Email contact details should be noted on query letters issued, better arrangements for
annual leave cover necessary
o People pleasant to deal with but not necessarily solutions focused
o I have needed to call the PSRA only a handful of times, but anytime I did, I found them
very helpful and informative.
o I have found one of your female staff to be exceptionally helpful and explained how to
use the online portal.
o it is good, conscientious
o No personal dealings with PRA staff
o Takes far too long to respond and often when replies are received it is repeating a
previous point or query to appear to have moved the file along with no tangible progress
o I submitted a valid mapping query re registering a very large plot of land. While staff
have been helpful in the past, I response that i thought was very unhelpful. It basically
said that I was in touch with the Property Registration Authority not an advisory
authority.
o I would be happy to se PRA take a more positive position on mapping errors and actively
manage the resultant disputes.
o Have not dealt directly with staff just used system for searches
o I have in frequent dealings with the PRA but all staff so far have been helpful to a fault.
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o The speed that it takes to get some deeds registered can be unacceptably long. We have
had some deals pending for over 10 years in the past.
o I practise in Waterford and on occasion would call down to the PRA in difficult/urgent
cases. The staff who man the desk are particularly helpful.
o Apart from contact through your Facebook page, I’ve found the way in which my
application (initially lodged in June 01) has been dealt with as nothing but
unprofessional. The matter is still ongoing and it has been in the folio creation stage
since June 01 (a full year after the original application was lodged but sitting with no
change for months at this stage). Exceptionally frustrating and unacceptable.
o Responded quickly but the response did not answer the question. Left none the wiser
from the quango
o Some people are excellent. Some (particularly recently!?) seem not to have much
knowledge.
o Sometimes staff do not appreciate the difficulties practitioners experience in dealing
with queries, and sometimes queries are impractical.
o The boxes I ticked say it all!
o No service for a landlord.
o Has got much better
o Calls are answered promptly and if required person is unavailable an associate will
always try and assist with the dealing query.
o On the whole, customer service is excellent. Staff are most helpful but sometimes and
will endeavour to help in any way they can but on one or two occasions this was not the
case and I came away feeling dissatisfied.
o Overall very good service,
o They do not wish to talk over the phone, and request further document after document
through the post without just sending a simple email or giving a phonecall.
Unprofessional customer service, with complete lack of knowledge or professionalism.
o I have found your staff to be very helpful in the past explaining better ways of delivering
the right maps for our clients
o I have found the system easy to browse, easy to select product and found staff very help
full at the end of the phone regularly giving good advice on their products and best
product to suit my various requirements.
o Keep up the friendly good work
o Only one person dealing with approval of Scheme Maps for 1 counties! This is pathetic
and entirely unacceptable no matter how good the individual. What was a -10 day
turnaround has now become -plus Months or how long is a piece of string? Haven't you
heard there is a housing crisis out there and PRA are one of the many reasons houses
cannot be delivered quickly. You are preventing closing of sales on a large scale. ASSIGN
MORE STAFF!
o To date I have not have had to communicate with staff as I do searches online
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o
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Any time I have a query it is dealt with quickly and efficiently.
Am aware that many res properties are not reg on site
Always friendly and efficient
Always found staff polite, accommodating and professional
I believe that applications are sometimes rejected unnecessarily because of an overlystrict interpretation of Land Registry Rules and legislation by some PRAI officials who
could, if they so choose, use discretion in the applicant's favour. The rejection of
applications in such circumstances gives rise to unnecessary delays in registration and
unnecessary additional work for solicitors which can give rise to additional costs for
applicants.
o Much better than the Courts service, but can meet an akward person. not a lot of 'the
customer should be helped', more the customer should be lectured.
o Friendly, patient and wise
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CONTACTING THE PRA

o These are nonsense questions about how long you take to answer the phone, upholding
the law should be your primary objective, less of the nonsense please, it remids me of
some of the replies I have received from your organisation which show blatant disregard
for same,
o If the query comes within the general run of the mill there is not a difficulty. Very much
other than that if some hard questions are being asked
o Personal call is best
o Very concerned with the failure to adhere to the rules and the law in relation to
registering title and charge process. Failure to verify and validate paperwork from
solicitors, banking agents and receiver agents. Vulture fund agents appear to be giving
instruction to PRAI.
o Its a waste of time making a comment as the service offered is a failure
o My comments at 1 above are confined to the general helpline. Staff as said previously
who deal with specific cases are very helpful, on the whole, but I believe there is a
genuine problem with the staff who deal with general queries and their attitude to
customers.
o I couldn't answer some of the above as sometimes correspondence is the only way to
contact and sometimes phone is better
o Again it depends on the nature of the query. Mapping are always very helpful, there are
sometimes huge issues in regard to long possession or registration of rows
o Letters back and forth are such a waste of time and effort. We need to be able to
communicate electronically and the delays in registration - even when expedited are
simply not good enough
o Telephone response is generally excellent, also good opening hours for contacting by
phone.
o The first registrations need to be completed within a faster timeframe, expedites do not
appear to have any impact anymore
o I am concerned at the delays encountered in completing the registration of
straightforward Statutory Vesting Orders under the Derelict Sites Act and the Housing
Act
o The new re-lodge Form 1 is rubbish. Also, the matter status field when reviewing an
application status should be more detailed then just "For further attention"
o Ive had no reason to deal with the PRA
o Generally the staff are friendly and helpful. However sometimes I find that members of
the public (who come to me as clients) have mis-information, and I put this down to staff
"trying to be too helpful".
o Never made contact.
o I don't ring the PRA - I email ye.
o I feel the PRA are doing a very good job
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o I'm one of the few using e-registration and love the swift electronic correspondence
however the online system needs a lot of work to make it more user friendly. That way,
most phone calls would be avoided.
o The telephone number I use when I do contact the PRA appears no longer to be used.
Save for the staff member one above I was not aware of the other two numbers.
o Staff too inexperienced-more interested in box ticking
o Email would be a satisfactory communication method, as long as phone contact was still
possible, in tandem with email
o I prefer a record of matters therefore I do not use the telephone. I find the staff in the
public office very helpful.
o The information in letters received querying an application can sometimes be too
succinct to the point that the nature of the query is unclear. On occasion an application
is rejected outright simply because a document was erroneously omitted from the
application submitted.
o The services are very good and staff are very knowledgable and efficient.
o A number of times I have phoned during the hours of operation however the line is
either on voicemail / answering machine or rings out. This is unacceptable in my
opinion. No professional office should operate in this manner.
o As stated previously, the staff are particularly helpful in the Pra
o Excellent customer services
o Nothing to do with you, I hate when I time out on the site, which is nearly every day. The
site is indispensible.
o Ringing the general no is a dreadful experience - but sometimes cannot be avoided if the
query is general and we do not have a direct line. The length of the recorded message is
frustrating - especially the suggestion of going to the website and the waiting times are
too long. If we could find a solution on prai.ie or landdirect.ie - we wouldn't be ringing
the landline. I suspect this goes for most solicitors. once you reach a human, you get
good attention on the phone – but the initial wait is daft.
o Several mapping queries relating to digitisation are discounted even when the customer
is obviously correct. We find it a futile exercise to query such maps
o Once transferred to a staff members number it has on occasion rung out, no response
and no voicemail. Calls rarely if ever returned
o Length of time First Registration applications and mistakes made by PRA on registration
being dealt with appalling. A lot of mistakes on applications that are not straight
forward. Too trigger happy to reject dealing for what are minor queries or clarificationsjust because entitled to does not mean should. Double standard being applied. On the
other hand not quick enough to treat old dealings as abandoned.
o You do not reply to online requests!
o I left no opinion where I've never used that particular option.
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o My contact with the PRA to date has been to update my account and to credit funds to
my account.
o You don't always get the person dealing with the particular application. It's very helpful
if another staff member is prepared to speak to you if the person dealing with it isn't
available. I had this experience recently where the 'new person' I spoke to helped me
resolve a matter that was toing and froing in correspondence.
o The recording on the phone line about doing business through Irish is spoken very
slowly. If the recording spoke more quickly it would save time
o It would be extremely useful to be able to get PRAI maps and SRM maps by PDF as an
option instead of only hardcopy. This would be similar to an OSI land registry complaint
OSI map. If there were map centre co-ordinates or crosshairs and a scaling bar at the
bottom of such PDF maps similar to the OSI maps, this would be useful also for carrying
out PRAI related mapping duties.
o Personal face to face meetings at your office provide greater flexibility / results.
o I'm just completely frustrated with the PRA for the past months in particular! This
survey is good timing in one way- previously I found the PRA very good but at the
moment I simply find it impossible to progress matters there seems to be a huge focus
on pushing paper off their desk and rejecting dealings out of hand with little reason at
times
o Bring down the price of folios and plans!
o Had occasion to submit a query and got a email full of diatribe that did not answer the
question asked. of us looked at it and could not understand what the PRA were trying to
say or tell us? Poor handing of queries
o Email would be better than telephone, as often the staff member is not available.
o If it was of interest
o I find the refusal by the LR to disclose the full details of a section very unhelpful and
quite dubious.
o Response times are good,
o Do all business on website.
o As stated previously I never contact PRA
o Always find staff very helpful and fully address the enquiry
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MAIN REASON FOR REGISTERING A DEED IN THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

To have a registration in place in case there is a delay in the land regisrty registration
Legally required
Priority
To proceed to first registration or assent in probate
First registration
Establish priority
To ensure that priority is not lost, in terms of registering documentation
Priority and record
Priority.
Protect client pending registration in Land Registry
First registration not compulsory
Charging Orders
Priority
Unregistered title.
To record the conveyance while first registration in the Land Registry is pending
Priority and requirement to register pre first reg (why?)
While waiting on First Reg to complete - safetyUnregistered titles
Priority
To secure priority of registration
Registering an unregistered title before making an application for first registration
Release/vacates
Purchase of property
Protecting a client prior to 1st registration Registering a re-mortgage not requiring
1st Registration
To gain priority, and to complete title.
Voluntary Transfers / Transfers pending Registration
When required or sufficient
First Registration
To establish priority and to be in a position to certify title
To secure title
Registry of Deeds title.
Clearing mortgages from title
Good practice as delays in PRAI
Satisfaction piece or registration prior to Land Registry
Good Conveyancing practice, obliged by law and to protect clients.
If its unregistered land and is an old deed
To secure priority
Client purchasing
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To effect registration and ensure priority
To achieve priority
Registration of title
To protect title pending first registration in Land Registry
Because the first registration process takes so long and we need to have
confirmation of our client and lending institution on title.
Has to be registered prior to PRA registration
Close off title
Voluntary Transfer
Good conveyancing practice
I do it on a re-mortgage where first registration is not compulsory and I also do it in
tandem with my first registration applications - i.e. lodged in ROD first just to have
priority there also in accordance with best practice.
Recommended practice in first registrations
Much easier to do when a first registration is not required.
Pre Registration
Voluntary transfer
As part of title
To put people on notice of of existence of interest
Change of Title
To ensure clients' registration / priorities noted prior to submitting a first application
registration.
To have a record of the said deed on title
Dealing with unregistered property
Old deeds
To avoid anything getting in ahead of our client's interest
For completion of the records
Priority
priority
Unregistered title
Voluntary transfer or registration in registry of deeds prior to first registration.
To ensure priority
Certainty of priority
Unregistered title prior to lodging Form with Land Reg
Transfer
Usually Releases or for re-mortgages
Prior to sending documents for First Registration, to have old Mortgages released etc
Unregistered titles
I have not registered a deed in the Registry of Deeds yet
Because title is unregistered
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As a pre-cursor to first registration
Conveyance of unregistered property
I like to have a record of it in the ROD before I make my first registration application
Before a first registration
Registering the Client's ownership of Registry of Deeds Title before applying to
register under Form in the PRA
Voluntary dispositions
Priority
Completion of title
Complete title
It is recommended before registation in the PRA.
To protect priorities with unregistered title prior to submission of application for first
registration to Land Registry.
Priority
Priority
Update title
Priority
Priority on registration due to delay with Form /First Registration applications
Priority
Record
Secure immediate priority in advance of application for first registration
RE a mortgage
Priority
Registering ahead of a Form application
Purchase of property
Mortgage of already owned property
When no consideration in Deed
Priority
Priority by registration
Preserving priority prior to making a first registration application
To gain priority prior to First Registration
Priority
Registry of Deeds Title
To save time
Priority
Protect client position pending first reg completion
To cancel previous registrations before 1st Registration
Voluntary Assurances
Registration of property
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o Protection of client's interest before first registration application is completed or to
lodge a release of charge over unregistered property
o Clearing the title
o Law Society guidelines
o Prior to first Registration
o Precautionary step prior to applying for first registration in the land Registry
o Unregistered title proceeded by application for first registration application in PRA
o Priority
o Priority
o To make an application that needs to be completed before first registration can
occur
o To secure client's title, at the earliest opportunity as First applications can take some
time to complete.
o Priority of a banks charge
o The title has been registered in the Registry of Deeds
o prior to first registrration
o Legal/priority
o To protect client pending first registration
o Good practice- Priority of title - secure practice
o No consideration or charge
o Have a registration registered before application for a first registration
o When registration is not compulsory in Reg of Deeds cases
o priority
o Conveyance
o Legislative compliance, accuracy of records
o Safety to have client as registered owner as First Registration can take some time
o To keep search results updated
o Unregistered land
o As a matter of practise, I register any Registry of Deeds title in the Registry of Deeds
prior to registering it in the Land Registry.
o Usually , to protect a transaction pending first registration
o If it's Reg of Deeds title I would register it and then proceed to first registration with
PRA if applicable
o Purchases
o To have it registered prior to First Registration Application to Land Registry
o Register the chain of title, and where compulsory registration is not required
o To obtain priority
o To ensure priority for Mortage.
o To preserve priority and if transaction not captured by compulsory registration
o Prior to application for first registration in Land Registry
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To preserve priorities.
Registry of Deeds Title
To maintain the priority of a dealing
Before registration in the Land Registry
To bring that Registry up to date before application for first registration is made in
the Land Registry
To provide a record of a transaction
First registration in the Land Registry can take ages, want to have a record of the
Deed being registered somewhere
Title unregistered. to preserve priority.
Pre first registration
Priority
Registrations not compulsory in PRA
Registration
To record the conveyance before applying for first registration in the Land Registry.
Priority prior to first reg as recommended by LR in its practice directions
Query
When awaiting first registration
Register interest before completing first registration application
When not obliged to apply for first Registration in the Land registry
Recording purposes
Ownership
Prelude to a first registration
Law
Priority before lodging first registration
As per law society recommendations
CONVENIENCE
Priority
This is the title of the property.
Ensure priority
Regulating Title
Law Society recommendation even though the PRA state that it is public policy to go
direct to the Form Application
For priority pending first registration
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LANDDIRECT.IE

o As stated previously I find the staff rude and unhelpful. I think they do not want to help
and enjoy telling you why they cannot help or why you have made a mistake.
o Retrieving instruments from the PRA archives, was a very difficult process as the office
staff seemed to be under severe in house ruling regarding post/couriers secrecy and
knowledge of the instruments whereabouts. We could not send a courier to the office to
collect, and it was holding up a large deal.
o The set up of the site where it kicks you out but allows you to search and then when you
try to retrieve information it tells you that you are logged out. Indeed where you go to
logout but it won't allow you to as it wants to tell you your session expired drives me
nuts.
o Printing maps is not very user-friendly.
o It is a source of enormous frustration that the new site does not allow for the topping up
of the account via online payment. The phone in the top up office frequently goes
unanswered
o Very useful site, but for reasons stated previously I am concerned about the robotic
digital impersonal movement appearing now taking hold at the PRAI or government
department. I have to remind the authority of the very personal nature of land
ownership in this country. I am concerned that things will get too late before the
machines take over. PRAI should set out its own agenda or the governments agenda in
this regard now. Look to how stamp duty was handled an see how it is now handled....
o I have contacted the Land Direct help desk occasionally and always found the staff to be
helpful.
o Have not used it
o We find it expensive to use for land searches, our main use of the service
o Difficult to say as there is a quite a wide variety of help provided - from excellent to
poor.
o My only issue is the log out feature - I would like to keep Land Direct open and
accessible all day and find having to log in each time a bit of a nuisance - can I extend
this feature within my PC or user account?
o The staff could not have been more helpful.
o Can you look at process for ordering non standard scale maps which requires an order
and a correcting e mail
o Folios printed used to have the map attached, that is no longer available which is a
shame because printing a folio with the map already attached was a super service
o Brilliant website. Signing up as an account holder seemed to be needlessly difficult as
the process was dated. When the application was emailed, no one confirmed receipt
and I had to follow up to make sure it was received and being processed. This took days.
Once set up, I spoke to staff members with queries about super users etc, they bounced
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me around to other staff members, so it took quite a while to get properly set up and
active in the account which was a pity.
Its very good but could be improved further and made more accessible
The landdirect service is excellent and a tribute to all involved.
I have never contact land direct by telephone
The Form 1 should be available to be retrieved but even if the Dealing Number is
available the Form 1 cannot be accessed after it has been created.
I often need to redo the form 1 for some reason it goes from the screen and
downloading folios can be problematic usually difficult to find them once download ed
or I need to do them again not the easiest to use but overall very handy
Very good to contact with respect to address changes and account updating
i haven't contacted the landdirect.ie staff
I find all the PRA and Land Direct staff very helpful and very knowledgeable.
never needed to use the helpdesk
The first generation map showed townland boundaries. The current set up does not and
that is a pain!
The efficiency and flexibility of the submission of electronic type mapping should be
improved
I find the Registry of Deeds whole set up quite difficult to follow.
Lack of information about unregistered properties.
HAVE NOT CONTACTED HELPDESK
I have had some issues when logging into my account from a different IP address. I was
not given a reason or pop-up box about why the login was not accepted it just "thought
about it" for a while and failed to login. I don't mind if you are IP logging but it took me a
while to figure out the issue because of lack of feedback on why my login failed. After
resetting my password and making sure to always login from one IP address this
problem disappeared.
The maps most of the time do not display. Very frustrating
I find the service particularly good
Did not contact helpdesk.
There is some glitch in that printing the maps is very very difficult
Dealings with staff is always excellent,
Have not used the helpdesk
Landdirect is an excellent service, but it is expensive.
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PRA MAP PRODUCTS

o That all file plans when issued will be on a scale suitable for use by an architect or
engineer for marking re sale or purchase
o Rights of ways and easements referred to in the folio are often times not marked on the
filed plan or lettered accordingly.
o Printing of filed plans should be more user-friendly and printed product is not easy to
relate to the folio.
o Maps should be provided at the correct scale for transferring purposes. It should be
possible to order a specific part of a full folio map.
o One point I notice frequently: The yellow markings for rights of way overshadows the
mapping detail. It should be possible to have the yellow print brought to the
background, still keeping the mapping detail visible.
o Facility while ordering to get multiple no of the same map in same order rather than
having to repeat order separately. - great then if there was also a discount on the extra
copies within the same order!
o May be the speed of delivery times when maps are ordered.
o Since the digitization about 1 in title maps of one off properties don't match the actual
plots. We are constantly doing forms of consent to rectification of boundary. problems
with digitisation have led to huge expense for property owners. This should be
addressed by PRA
o Greater flexibility with zooming in and out
o A quicker way to print a copy of a folio map
o Issue in PDF electronic format
o I would like to know when ordering folio map what scale it will be printed at so if it is
unsuitable scale for marking I can order a special registration map at same time and not
have to wait for first map to arrive and then order special registration printed at suitable
scale for marking.
o More accuracy on maps Autocad Mapping
o I would like to see the PRAI filed plan state the area of each division.
o I think its really hard to find a property through the mapping system so maybe this could
be improved
o Show townland boundaries
o Quicker turn around in the purchase of vector type mapping, and in submitting
easement and lease information by electronic mapping
o Make maps download and display properly all the time not just occasionally Accuracy of
Ordnance Survey mapping completely unacceptable or useable. But I guess this will
continue to be ignored as usual and PRA will continue to focus on IT instead.
o Perhaps A sized special registration maps would be useful as on a number of occasions,
Ive found the maximum area enclosed within current special registration map to be too
small for plot being dealt with.
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o Historical info in folios
o Title Plan legend is too large. Printing map to scale is very important. Supplying maps at
random scales or unmarked scales is of little value. Customer should have the option to
select the scale at which map will be produced. The absence of a scale that can be
checked is a major disadvantage. Could you provide a scale on the map which can be
cross checked, like on OS Place Maps. This would be very useful for checking dimensions.
o The more services that go online the better.
o Issue certain maps at a size greater than A...when it is obvious that the Maps will be
rejected if they are printed at A size...but then rejected for being at too small a scale
o PRAI SRM and Folio maps as PDF maps be available as this would be useful for importing
into cad software with more accuracy. . Maps should preferably have ITM centre coordinates or crosshairs and a scaling bar for cross checking scale (similar to OSI land
registry compliant map)
o CAD geometry of registered folios.
o Improvement of accuracy
o Facility to order special registration maps online.
o Availability of increased scale maps
o It would be nice to have the zoom window function back.
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COMMUNICATION CHANNELS / MEDIA
Website

o Pity you dont follow your own guidelnes , no point in putting them up on a website,
when backed by statute and then ignoring them,disgraceful
o We don't use the legal and professional information
o The search engine for practice notes does not always return the relevant information
o Really don't have time to read through all of the guidance on what else is available as
main use is locating owners or agents responsible for properties.
o The website is relatively easy to use.
o Can you do something to simplify and clarify exactly what maps are acceptable to
mapping section/ we often receive maps which have no official markings but say printed
under licence and we cant tell if they will pass muster or not
o Its not as user friendly as it should be
o There are a lot of errors in the Practice Directions
o Is there a problem with your reply to online requests for information?
o Sometimes difficult to get the Practice Direct/ Legal Office Notice I am looking for
o The main answer I've received from a PRA query is 'we don't give legal advice'. I've often
had to explain that I appreciate that but I needed to discuss how we might progress
matters. There are exceptions to this- sometimes I get through to a really brilliant
member of staff who ends up being very helpful- but mainly I find some staff snappy and
curt
o Not happy about the rejection of Application whereby Applications are rejected over
minor issues !
o I find it difficult sometimes to locate whatever practice direction in particular I seek

Additional/alternative communication tools

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Email
Email relevant updates, news and information
Have a CPD seminar
Social media - twitter, linkedin
Email
Perhaps email in conjunction with the Law Society.
I think the videos are a good idea.
E-mail when website updated with notices, guidelines etc
Please do not join Twitter!
Maybe you could tag on and give a presentation at some of the EPA events/training
sessions on what is available
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Perhaps social media..
Special regular sessions with Law Society members.
Emails would be very quick and efficient
The videos look useful
Apps made available on Google Play
This survey is a clever way of communicting services. Aside from that, perhaps one page
flyers from time to time put into envelopes from the PRA sending letters and documents
to solicitors, advertising one or two services you want to promote. Keep it short and
simple and focus on just one or two services at a time.
Professional Organisations require CPD
More email
Replies to written correspondence or the very least an acknowledgement. I wrote 1
letters following on one case. As I received no acknowledgement, of the first 1 letters, I
couldn't tell if the letters were not received by you or just not being acknowledged. As it
was an objection to a rd party claim for adverse possession - an acknowledgement that
our submission was received was of utmost importance.
Bulletin e-mails / e-zines to those who subscribe with links to new relevant legislation or
practice directions
Increased use of social media
Run seminars for local bar associations
Email newsletter
As I have a user account, it would have been useful to get an email notifying me of this
new feature.
An e-zine ?
Unable to access video at work
Direct emails
A monthly newletter/ update by email would be helpful
Live chat
The seminars run by Examiners and other staff are usually very helpful. Also, they qualify
for CPD points.
Not sure
Twitter
Email
Email - I am not aware that the PRA communicates by email though the address is
sought on the Form 1
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COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE

o Not complaint, but notice to land reg CEO. A legal notice went unanswered
o I have made complaints previously about your blatant previous disregard for the laws
which you as agents of the high court are supposed to uphold, all on deaf ears.
o As a man the complaints procedure is not sufficient.
o Lost file
o Yes I have had reason to use them but I did not know that they were there.
o Yes I was disappointed to have to do it but it was effective.
o Yes to an extent more accommodating would be helpful on behalf of the PRA
Complaints Procedure in this day in age would be very beneficial to all procedures in
terms of business side of cases.
o Yes very satisfied
o Yes, the matter was expedited thereafter
o Have made complaints but was never referred to formal proceedure
o Delay in response time
o Reason yes .Made a complaint no.
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